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Abstract-Community discovery has drawn significant re- inspired by the success of the application of LDA(Latent
search interests among researchers from many disciplines for Dirichlet Allocation) models in the information retrieval and
its increasing application in multiple, disparate areas, including image analysis domains. In this model, communities are
computer science, biology, social science and so on. This paper . . '
describes an LDA(latent Dirichlet Allocation)-based hierarchical modeled as latent variahles and are considered as distrilutions
Bayesian algorithm, namely SSN-LDA(Simple Social Network on the entire social actor space. This way each social actor
LDA). In SSN-LDA, communities are modeled as latent variables contributes a part, big or small, to every community in the
in the graphical model and defined as distributions over the social society. We also propose three different approaches to create
actor space. The advantage of SSN-LDA is that it only requires social interaction profiles hased on the social interaction infor-
topological information as input. This model is evaluated on
two research collaborative networks:CiteSeer and NanoSCI. The mation in the network. The latent probabilistic model and three
experimental results demonstrate that this approach is promising pertaining representation approaches are evaluated on two co-
for discovering community structures in large-scale networks.' authorship networks from two distinct academic communities,

i.e Na;noSCI from the nanotechnology domain and CiteSeer
I. INTRODUCTION from the computer science domain. While this approach is

Social networks have been studied for decades. In recent proposed in the social network domain and evaluated in the
years, this line of research has drawn even more attentions with context of co-authorship networks, it can shed light on a broad
the prevalence of social network websites, such as MySpace, set of complex network-based applications, including protein
LiveJoumal, Friendster. These social networks are being used interaction, gene co-occurrence graph[l], and Web etc.
by millions and have gained increasing popularity among very In conclusion, the contributions of this paper include: (1)
diverse user groups. Despite the vast number of nodes, the an LDA-based probabilistic community discovery model in
heterogeneity of the user bases, and the variety of interactions large-scale networks which only only requires the topological
among the members, most of these networks exhibit some structure of networks; (2) the exploration of the impact of three
common properties, including the small-world property, and different social interaction profiles representation approaches
power-law degree distribution. In addition, some members on the community discovery.
in the networks form loose clusters, making them better The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
connected to each other than to the rest of the network. introduces related studies; Section III presents SSN-LDA and
An important task in these emerging networks is community its corresponding Gibbs sampler. Section IV describes the two
discovery, which is to identify subsets of networks such that co-authorship networks and three different representation ap-
connections within each subset are dense and connections proaches. Experimental results are demonstrated and analyzed
among different subsets are relatively sparse. Since large-scale in Section V. Section VI discusses some issues related to this
complex network based applications exist in many disciplines, model and some potential applications. Section VII concludes
community discovery study is appealing to not only computer the paper and discusses some possible directions for future
scientists, but also researchers from disparate areas such as work.
biology social science and so on. A wide array of approaches
have been developed over years for finding comunities and
will be introduced in SectionI11 II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

Unlike those previous community discovery studies, we de-
sign a hierarchical Bayesian network based approach, namely
SSN-LD(Simpl SoilNtokLA odsoe rb- This sectionl ilntroduces the backgroulnd of this study anld

bilsti co unte fro soia ntok .Thi moeli describes a series of related work, ralnging fromn graph parti-
tion, community discovelry, clustelring algolrithms, and sevelral

tTo appear inL IEEE IntelligenLce anLd Security Inlformatics 2007 varianlts of LDA mnodels.
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A. Community discovery interests and it has been applied to many domains such as
Communlity structures exist in differenlt types of nletworks document modeling [17], text classification [17], collaborative

includingiWeb co unities[2], [3],socialfnetworks[4], [5] filtering [17], image processing[l 8], information retrieval [16],
[6], [7], [8] [9], [0], co-authorship networks[c 1], [1L2], [13], topic models detection[19], [20], [21], and semantic based
an,d biologicalL networks 5], [8], 1]. Tb most represen1tative community discovery[10]. For more information about LDA
approaches among these related studies include: model, readers can refer to a technical report[22] where the

(1) Centrality indices or betweenness based approaches. The models is described in great details with elaboration on the
betweenness concept was introduced by Freeman[14] as a corresponding Gibbs samplers.
centrality measure. It is defined on a vertex vi as the number Among these variants of LDA models, the approaches
of shortest paths between pairs of other vertices that contain proposed in [20], [10] are both concerned about the authors
vertex vi. This measure has been used in many previous of the documents in the corpus. In particular, Zhou et al
studies on co-authorship network[5], [1], [13]. Girvan et al introduced a community latent variable in their graphical
extended this measure to edges and designed a clustering model and applied it to discover community information
algorithm which gradually remove the edges with highest embedded in document corpus. This approach can discover
betweenness value[5]. A similar approach was taken to find the underlying social network based on social interactions
community structures in gene networks by Wilkinson et al and topical similarity. In their follow-up work[23], Zhou et
[1], where gene networks were created by collecting gene co- al. investigated how research topics evolve over time and
occurrence information from the literature and partitioning it attempted to discover the most influential researchers involved
into communities of related genes. However, a major problem in such transitions. However, the most significant difference
with this approach is that the complexity of this approach is between our approach and these approaches lies in the fact
O(m2n), where m is the number of edges in the graph and n that the only input information in this paper is the topological
is the number of vertices in the network. structure of a social network instead of semantic information.

(2)Mininium cut approaches. The community discovery SSN-LDA encodes the structural information of networks into
problem can also be viewed as a graph partition problem profiles and discovers community structures purely from these
which has broad application in circuit design, web community social connections among the nodes. Therefore we claim that
discovery, and among others. The graph partition problem can it is more generic and can be applied to any complex network
be formulated as the balanced minimum cut problem where based applications.
the goal is to find an optimal graph partition so that the edge III. LDA BASED MIXTURE MODEL FOR SOCIAL
weight between the partitions is minimized while maintaining NETWORKS
partitions of a minimal size. The NP-complete complexity of
this approach[15] requires approximate solutions. Flake et al This s ctioln describes the SSN-LDA mrodel. Before divinlg
devel ped approximate algorithms to partition the network by into the details, we first introduce related terminology andsevelolving mapximumeflgowitechniques[2]o the mnetwork notations in Section Ill-A. Thereafter, Section Ill-B describes

behvindstmaximum flowistoecreatueclusters thtThae sma
i

the SSN-LDA model. Finally, the Gibbs sampler for solvingbehinld mnaximrlumS flow iS to create cltusters that have smalol -
inter-cluster cuts and relatively large intra-cluster cuts. This SSN-LDA model is presented in Section 111-C
idea was first used to explore the Web structure in order
to provide guidance for crawlers to identify the authoritative
nodes (sinks) and hubs etc[2].
The major difference between SSN-LDA approach and the

aforementioned approaches is that SSN-LDA is a mixture-
model based probabilistic approach. Each community weighs
in the contributions from every social actors and this property
can be exploited in many potential applications that will be N
introduced in Section VI. With appropriate statistical models
(such as Gibbs sampling process), the computation complexity M
for SSN-LDA is advantageous to the previous introduced
models[16]. Specifically, the complexity of each iteration of Fig. 1. Graphical Model for SSN-LDA
the Gibbs sampling process is O(KM), where K is the
number of the communities, M is the number of the social A. Terminology
interactions(edges) in the network.

A typical social network G is composed of a pair of
B. Topic-based Community Discovery and related LDA Mod- t includin th i actor t V- { ndsets, icludig te social actor setV I- lV12 ..VM, I an
els social interaction set E(ei, e2 ..., eN) together with a Social
LDA model was first inltroduced by Blei for m[odeling the Ilntelractioln Weight functioln: SIW (V x V) -*I. The

generative process of a document corpus[l17]. Its ability of elements of social actor set V are the vertices of the network
mnodelinrg topics usinlg lLatenlt variables has attracted signlificanlt and the elements of social interaction set B are the edges of
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TABLE I
NOTATION FOR QUANTITIES IN SSN-LDA

All number of social actors(social interaction profiles) in the social network
K number of communities / mixture components
Ni number of social interactions in a social interaction profile SIPi
S ~~~~~Dirichlet prior hyperparameter(known) on the mixing proportion

/3 Dirichlet prior hyperparameter(known) on the mixture component distributions for SSN-LDA
_________ hidden community variable,_ij community for the jth social interaction in sipZ
0 p( jsipj) the community mixture proportion for SIPj

__k P(W_ltk) the mixture component of community_k in SSN-LDA

______k_k_ I{, estimated parameter set for community mixture in SSN-LDA
) social interaction variable w means the ith social interaction in S_P

G, representing the occurrence of social interactions between topics are two multinomial distributions with two Dirichlet
the corresponding social actors. Each social interaction ei in priors, whose hyperparameters are a and / respectively. The
set E is considered as a binary relation between two social dimensionality K of the Dirichlet distribution, which is also
actors, i.e ei (vil, vi2) and SIW function describes the strength the number of community component distributions, is assumed
of such interaction. In reality, these social interactions can to be known and fixed.
be co-authorship, adviser/advisee, attendants of conferences, This generative process for an agent(w )'s social interaction
friendship and so on. In this paper, terms vertex and social profile sipi in a social network is:
actor, edge and social interaction are used interchangeably. 1) Sample mixture components , Dir(4) for k s

In this paper, a node vi's neighboring agents are encoded [1, K]
by the variable W'i and wij means node vi's ith neighbor. 2) Choose 0 Dir(/)
Each actor is characterized by its social interaction profile 3) Choose Ni Poissort( ) (note that Poisson assumption
(SIP), which is defined as a set of neighbor(wi) and the is not critical to this model)
corresponding weight(SIW(vg, wij)) pair. Formally, 4) For each of the N. social it ractions wui
SIP(vi) {(Wi>

" SIW(V,Wi'L'))),,(W imi, SIW(V>'wr,))}I (a) Choose a community aij l-fultinomial(0i);
(b) Choose a social interaction

where mi is the size of vi's social interaction profile. Note w,j VMulti nomial(orj)
that we consider the social interaction elements in this profile According to the model, the probability that the Jth social
are exchangeable and therefore their order will not be con- interaction element wij in the social actor ti's social inter-
cerned. It is this exchangeability that permits the application action profile sipi instantiates a particular neighboring agent
of LDA model 17]. Wm iS:

Subsequently, we specify that a social network contains a K
set ofco. unities .QI, .2 . .k) and each commnunit in isi( .i -W . = (toj =. : (. 3=k 0
defined as a distribution on the social actor space. In SSN-LDA,
community assignments are modeled as a latent variable(t) in
the graphical model. The community proportion variable (0) is where 0 is the mixing proportion variable for sipi and
regulated by a Dirichlet distribution with a known parameter ak is the parameter set for the kth community component
c. Meanwhile, each social actor belongs to every community distribution.
with different probabilities and therefore its social interaction Given the hyperparameters a3 and 13, the joint distribution
profiles can be represented as random mixtures over latent of all known and hidden variables is:
communities variables. The following sections describe SSN-
LDA model in more details. (Wi, t, t, b c 3)

Ni

B. Simnple SN-LDA model(SSN-LDA) J7p( i j ,)p(ti,30)P(iOI)p( j/3)
The SSN-LDA model for social network analysis is illus- 3-1

trated in Fig. 1. Note that SSN-LDA resembles topic-based Exact inference is generally intractable for LDA model. There
LDA model[17] with the social network being analogous to haye been three major approaches for solving this model
the corpus, the social interaction profiles being analogous to approximately including variational expectation maximization
documents; and the occurrence of social interactions being [17], expectation propagation [24], and Gibbs sampling[25],
alnalogous to words. The lnotations for all the variables inl [26], [22]. Gibbs sam[plilng is a special case of Markov-chainl
Fig. 1lS liSted in table I. In particular, N0 iS te number of Monte Carlo (MCMC simulation[27] where the dimensionK
socila interactions in the pertainig socil interaction profie. of the distrib,ution are sampled alternately one at a time, con-
The distributionl of topics inl documenets anud the termns over ditionled onl the valLues of allL other dimenesionus[22]. W%e select
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this approach to solve SSN-LDA models because it often yields /* Initialization */
relatively simple algorithms for approximate inference in high- foreach Social Interaction Profile sipi C [1, MA] do
dimensional models. Section III-C gives further description on foreach Social Interaction wij C [1, Ni] do
the Gibbs sampler that is used in this paper. sample topic index tij Multt( 9;

update counters: n(ai j) + 1 ai + 1,a(tij) + 1,

C. Gibbs Samplers for SSN-LDA nda, + 1;

In SSN-LDA, the desired distribution is the posterior given nd
evidence p(t/w). 7* Gibbs sampling over burn-in period

and sampling period *7

p(w/3
while notfinished do

Z(l1a))=p(w2,t) (1) foreach SIP sipi do
(LO, tforeach wij C [i, Nj] do

decrement counts and sUMs: TI 1
However, the computation complexity of the the denominator (Wij)
part is prohibitively high. In this section, we apply the Gibbs ni'-1 n,jXj
sampling algorithm that has been introduced in [26], [22] resample wi according to eqnation 4;
to solve the SSN-LDA model and reduce the computation update the counters accordingly-
requirement. The algorithm for SSN-LDA is listed in Algorithm end
1. /* Check convergence and read out

Specifically, the joint distribution of SSN-LDA can be fac- parameters */
tored as: if converged and L iterations then

updated parameters X and 0 and readout
parameters;

)p (tl )(2) end

- f /(ri + ) AIz(aTh +ca) (3) Algorithm 1: Gibbs sampling algorithm for SSN-LDA
l= A2) m

IV. CO-AUT1H[ORS1H[IP NETWORKS AND PERTAININGSubsequently, the update equation for the hidden variable REPRESENTATION APPROACdES
can be derived [22]:

We evalnate the SSN-LDA applroach in the context of
research colklaboratioln nletworks. Tbis sectioln descrihes the

-(l j.7T<,) °' (4) two co-anthorsbip nletworks nsed inl this paper as welkl as
n+d three different approaches of creating the corresponding social
*8 (5) interactionl profiles.

Az n(/3 p) + (a)

A. Two Co-Authorship Networks
where at is the count that does not include the current

assignment of l and recall that sip is the variable for social II co-anthorship networks, the vertices represent researchers
tntraction profiles. For tbe sake of simplicity, we assnm tbat and the edges in the network represent the collaboration
the Dirichlet distribstion is symmetric in deriving the above relsation between researchers. In this sctionw evalnate SSN-
formnjla. LDA mnodel1 on co-anthorship e tworks collected from two

distinct areas: computer science(CiteSeer) and nanotechnol-
Fnally, the update formula for k, and m k are as follows: an oe

donoe on either dataset.
-(I) + n1) CiteSeer Dataset: CiteSeer is a free punlic resonrce

Ek v1 a(v + 'w' created by Kurt Bollacker, Lee Giles, and Steve Lawrence
'-1 inl 1997-98 at NEC Researcb Ilnstitnte (nlow NEC Labs),

Prinnceton, NJ. It conntains ric informrationt on the citation,
(k) co-authorship, semantic information for computer science lit-

theDiicasmerc (7) eratnre. In this paper weornsly contsider the co-anthorship
El aal(,) utok an information which constitntes a large-scale socialna etwork

regarding academic collaboration with diversities spanning in
Tbe detailed algorithm[l is lListed in Algorithm 1. time, breseakrch fields, and countries.
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2) NanoSCI: NanoSCI is a collection of nanotechnology
related articles published and indexed by SCI(Science 1 if (e(vi vi,,)) E)
Citation Index) in 2000-2006 period. The records AND(e(V,n i E)
are acquired by inquiring Thomson Scientfic website IW12SIP ((Vi, v2) AND ( e(Vil, Vi2) E);
(http://scientific.thomson.comIproducts/sci/) directly. The 1 2 if e(Vi. Vi2) C E;
query used in this paper is generated using an iterative 0 else.
relevance feedback technique [28]. The essential idea of this (9
approach is to augment the keyword set until the retnmed 3) k-SIP: The two approaches of defining social interaction
results converges. profiles fall short of considering the frequency of collabora-

Table. II lists the statistics for the two data collections. Both tion. This section describes a K-SIP model where the weight
CiteSeer and Na;noSCI contain unconn ected subnetworks. In information for an edge is defined as the times of the collabora-
particular, CiteSeer contains 31998 subgraphs and NanoSCI tion between the two authors. That is, SIWks_p(vi v12) =
contains 5241 unconnected subnetworks. The size of the k iff researcher vi1 and researcher vi2 has coauthored for k
largest connected subnetwork of CiteSeer is 249866 while times in the past. This way, the SIW function reflects the
the size of the largest connected subnetwork in NanoSCI strength of the interactions.
is 203762. In this paper, we are only interested in discov-
ering comumnity structures in the two largest subnetworks. V. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS AND EVALUATION
Therefore, unless specially specify, we always mean the two In evaluating the model and different SIP constrnction
snbnetworks when referring CiteSeer and NanoSCI.

approaches, we first build up SIP in the three different ways
for the researchers in the two networks. And then, 10% of

B. Social Interaction Profile Representations the original datasets is held out as test set and we run the
Gibbs sampling process on the training set for i iteration. In

The social interaction profiles of the social actors col- particular, in generating the exemplary commnunities, we set
lectively determines the structure and dynamics of a social the number of the communities as 50, the iteration times i as
network. In this paper, we explore three different types of 1000. In perplexity computation, i is set as 300 in order to
social interaction profile representations for social networks, shorten the computation time. In both case, av is set as ± and
namely 01-SIP, 012-SIP, and k-SIP. It is worth to mention that 13 is set as 0.01, where K is the number of the communnities.
such exploration is by no means comprehensive. Nevertheless We evaluate this model in both descriptive and quantita-
it provides valuable insights for designing more sophisticated tive ways: first, we demonstrate the exemplary communities
social interaction profile schemes. discovered by the algorithms and briefly discuss the results.

1) 01-SIP: In the 01-SIP approach, an edge is drawn Therefore, we compare the perplexity values for a set of com-
between a pair of scientists if they coauthored one or more munity numbers for three different SIP encoding approaches.
articles. Collaborating mnultiple times does not make a differ- Furthermore, we investigate the quality of the discovered
ence in this model. Therefore, the social interaction profiles communities from a clustering perspective.
of the social actors constitute the adjacent matrix of the
social network. Many previous studies on social networks use A. Examples of Conmmnunities
this type of representation[14], [1]. More formally, the SIW Table III shows 6 exemplary commnnities from a 50-
function is defined as: community solution for the CiteSeer dataset with social in-

teraction profiles being created using 012-SIP representation.
Each community is shown with the top 10 researchers that

SlW01 SIP(Vil',Vi2) 1 if e(Vil vi2) F; (8) have the highest probability conditioned on the community.
0 else. Note that CiteSeer dataset was crawled from Web and some

authors were not recovered correctly, we keep the results in
2) 012-SIP: However, one of the disadvantage of 01-SIP an "as is" fashion.

is that the social interaction profiles give no consideration These exemplary communities give us some flavor on the
to the nodes other than their direct neighbors. In order to communities that can be discovered by this approach. Specif-
mitigate this problem we propose a 012-SIP model which ically, we observe that some communities are "institution-
takes a node's neighbors' neighbors into consideration. This based", some others are "topic-based'. For instance, 6 out of
way, the social interaction profiles reflect the proximity of the 10 researchers (Don Towsley, James F. Kurose, Victor Lesser,
nodes in the network more accurately. Furthermore, the final Prashant Shenoy, Jim Kurose, Paul R Cohen) in Commnnity
matrix defined by the social interaction profiles are less sparser 15 listed in Fig III are from University of Massachusetts,
which ca- improve the performarce of the LDA model[29]. Amhrst although they work in disparate areas spanning from
Iln this mnodel, we distinLgnish a node's direct nleighbors from networkinlg knowledge manlagemrelnt, operating systems anld
its neighbors' neighbors by giving different weights to them. mnlti-agent research; Similarly, community 29 is clearly a
The SIW fnnlctioln for a nlode is definled as follLows: Berkeley commnnity and most researchers in community 43
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TABLE II
STATISTICS FOR DATASFTS CiteSeer AND NanoSCI

Dataset Size Paper number Edge number average author number per paper size of largest component
CiteSeer 398831 716793 1181133 1.648 249866
NanoSCI 22313 195997 877609 4.48 203762

TABLE III TABLE IV
AN ILELUSTRATION OF 6 COMMUNITIFS FROM A 50-COMMUNITY PERPLEXITY RESUETS ON CiteSeer AFTER 300 ITERATIONS WITH

SOLUTION FOR THE CiteSeer DATASET AFTER 1000 ITERATIONS BASED ON DIFFERENT SIP APPROACHES
012 - SIP AllPROACH. EACH COMMUNITY IS SHOWN WITH THE 10

RESEARCHERS THAT HAVE THE HIGHEST PROBABILITY CONDITIONED ON SIP T-20 T=30 T=50
T

0-1 17853.24 14582.90 8620.29
THAT TOPIC. 0-1-2 9435_13 7382.17 5696.51

0-1-k 16873.29 12648.33 7967.10

Community 1* Community 26 Community 12

John A Atankovic Manuela Veloso Jiawei Han data.
Don Towsley Peter Stone Dragomir R. Radev Perplexity PP is defined as

Krithi Ramamritham Milind Tambe Senior Member
James F. Kurose Andrew Barto Kathleen R. Mckeown Al

Victor Lesser Minoru Asada Shih Fu Chang PP(W) U= ( h (10)
Prashant Shenoy Xuemei Wang Terrence J. Sejnowski rn=l

Jean Yves le Boudec Hiroaki Kitano Ke Wang -_ M Nrr )
Jim Kurose Thomas G. Dietterich Hongjun Lu - (11)

Subhabrata Sen Craig A. Knoblock Beng Chin Ooi where wg is the social interaction profiles in the test set
Paul R Cohen Itsuki Noda Thomas S. Huang and
Community 29 Community 43 Community 47
David E.Culler Alex Waibel Geoffrey Fox Nd

Eric A Brewer Alon Lavie Ken Kennedy P(P) ()n = tltn =k)p(tn= k d =Tm)
Y.H Katz Jaime Carbonell Alok Choudhary n=1
Ion Stoica Masaru Tomita Cisco Systems V n (v)

Hari Balakrishnan Stanley Osher Deborah Estrin I(Ik=li k,t * Om,)
Steven D. Gribble M. J. Irwin Andrew Chien v=l

David A. Patternson Lori Levin Sanjay Ranka h (v)
Srinivasan Seshan Robert Frederking Scott Shenker Msin document m. Note that the ) can be determined by theRandy H. Katz Jie Yang Charles Koelbel training set, but hyperparameter 0

for the unseen documentsScott Shenker R. C. Mamahon Ian Foster
in the test sets has to be estimated. The estimation can be
achieved by conducting another Gibbs sampling process[22]:

are from CMU. The second type of community is"topic-
based", as illustrated by Community 16, where most re- ([i = k t ,G,i )i,
searchers in this community fall into Al and machine leaming n(t) + n(t) i +1 nk-i
research area; and most members in Community 12 are work- k T (1 -O
ing in information retrieval and data mining areas. Note that nk + n -nm
these two types of communities are not exclusive, meaning that Nm is the size of the social interaction profile in the test
many communities are actually "hybrid", with some members set.
being from the same institutions and others work on the same And then we have
area. This observation reveals the fact that researchers from
same institution or with similar research interests tend to n_ k +ak
collaborate together more and build closer social ties. n,m + (12

..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~cM

B. Perplexitl, AnalysisB* Perplexity Analysis Table IV lists the perplexity results for a selected set of topic
Perplexity is is a common criterion for measuring the numbers for the three different representation approaches. It

performance of statistical models in information theory. It slOWS that the perp exity value iS high initally and decreases
indilcates the uncertainty in predctictng the occurrence of a whenL thle nLumber of commnulnities increases. Inl addtittonl the
particular social interaction given the parameter settings, andL results ShOW that thle 012-SIP approach has lower perplexity
hence it reflects the ability of a modtel to generalize unseen value thanL thle other two approaches.
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C. Clustering Analysis x 10 ntr-Distanef[[01]6C..

In this section, we evaluate the quality of the communities 3
discovered by SSN-LDA by comparing their compactness. 2345i 1
Compactness of a community is measured through the average 0o 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 2
shortest distance among the top-ranked Nr researchers in 6 10 Intr-Distancef [012] Cas
this community. Short average distance indicates a compact 3{
community. In particular, N, is set as 1000 in this paper. Both 2

CiteSeer and NanoSCI have more than 200, 000 nodes in the __ ____
network. In order to reduce the computational complexity and 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

slO0 11t1-Dist.-60 fWight6d 0C66
memory usage in calculating the shortest distances among the
researchers, we pre-process the two networks by conducting a 2

graph reduction algorithm to reduce the number of the nodes in I i_i_i_i_ _
the network. In this graph-reduction algorithm, we iteratively 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

eliminate the nodes whose degree is 1 (i.e, only one co-author).
Subsequently, we run Johnson's algorithm for calculating all-
pair shortest paths for: the processed networks. Since we focus Fig. 3. The shortest distance (x axis) and the number of top-ranked researcher

pairs from different communities with the corresponding distance(for dataset
on the top ranked researchers, this preprosessing has minimal NanoSCI)
impact on concerned researchers.

Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate the compactness and well-
separateness measures for 01-SIP, 012-SIP, and k-SIP ap- VI. DISCUSSIONS
proaches for datasets CiteSeer and Na;noSCI respectively. In While the community discovery approach introduced in this
particular, the two x axes in Figures 2 and 3 show the shortest paper is evaluated in the context of research collaborative
distance and the two y axes show the numbers of top-ranked networks, it has broad implications on social network research.
author pairs with the corresponding shortest distance. Note This section lists three possible applications for the SSN-LDA
that the two authors in the author pair are within the same model.
communities. In Figure 2, The mean for 01-SIP approach (l)Detect the imrportance and roles of commrunityy members
is 5.62, with standard deviation as 1.58; the mean for 012- The probabilities that can be derived from SSN-LDA model
SIP approach is 4.63, with standard deviation being 1.49. The can be helpful in deterrmining the importance and roles of
mean for k-SIP approach is 5.10, with the standard deviation community members. For instance, the importance of com-
being 1.36. In Figure 3, the mean for 01-SIP is 4.097 with munity members conditioned on the community variable t-
standard deviation being 0.999; the mean for 012-SIP is 2.34, can be measured through the probability p(wiltj), which can
and the corresponding standard deviation is 0.73; the mean be easily derived from this model based on the learned
for k-SIP approach is 3.62, with the standard deviation being In addition, p(tj lwi) can reveal how strong a social actor is
1.196. The t-test results show that the 012-SIP approach is associated with a particular community. This is related to the
significantly better the other two approaches for both datasets. work of locating "sinks" or "Hubs" or locating leaders in local

communities. [30].
610' 11t2-Dist21-6f1[01]C.6 (2)Measure the simnilarity between communities

15 SSN-LDA model provides an elegant way to measure the
10- similarity of two communities by calculating the correspond-
5 - ing KL(Kullback-Leibler) distance and convert it to similarity
0( 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 measure. KL divergence is a distance measure for two dis-

1 10111t-Dist.- [012]0C.. tributions and the corresponding formula for calculating the
15 _

101 1 distance between two communities ti and tj is:

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 1 DKL(L TV =kP(Wk PtG)P9 k I)
x 105 Intr-Distanc of Weighted Case

15 - I And then the similarity Sim(i, jj) between communities
10I ti and tj can be derived by:

01 ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1-l0 *DK L(tS/H,t )0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 tim(t, rl )oD,KLj) -

(3)Identity recognition and name disambiguation
Fg2.The shoret disac (xai)ad the nube oftopraked reerhe Name disambiguation is very important to social network

pairs from different communities with the corresponding distance(for dataset studies because (1L) most of the current social network in-
CiteSeer) formnationL is extracted fromn onLlinle anld errors are inlevitable.

(2)mnany social actors mnay possess the samne nlames although
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they may share very different research interests and belong to [7] M. B. J. Newman, "Fast algorithm for detecting commonity stroctore
different social communities. Conversely, a same person may in networks, Physicol Review E, vol. 69, p. 066133, 2004. [On-

be idenified amultipe onesdue to he confsion onmiddle line]. Available: http://www.citebase.org/abstract?id=-oai :arXiv.org:cond-be idntifed a mulipleonesdue t theconfsionon mddle mat/0309508
name or maiden name. We believe that SSN-LDA model is able [8] G. Palla, I. Derenyi, I. Farkas, and T. Vicsek "Uncovering the
to provide some insights on whether two distinct individuals overlapping community structure of complex networks in natore

are atuall theame prson or wethermultile mebers and society" Noture, vol. 435, p. 814, 2005, [Online]. Available:are actualy thesme p rsonor wh thr multipl members doi:10.1038/nature03607
share the same name. For instance, in Community 15 in Fig. [9] J. P. Scott, Sociol Network Analyli.i A Ho,ndbook.
III, we have reasonable doubt that members James E Kurose SAGE Publications, Janoary 2000. [Online]. Available:

and Jim Kurose may be the same person. On the other hand, if [1]http:H/www.amazon.co.uk/exec/obidos/ASIN/0761963391I/citeolike-21[1]D. Zhoo, E. Manavogluo J. Li, C. L. Giles, and H. Zha "Probabilistic
a member belongs to very different communities, he may be a models for discovering e-communities." in WWW, 2006, pp. 173-182.
candidate deserving more attention for name disambiguation [11] K. B3brner, J. T. Main, and R. L. Goldstone, "The simoltaneous evolution

purpose. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ofaothor and paper networks," pp. 5266-5273, Apr 2004,
purpose. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~[12]M. E. Newman, Coauthorship networks and patterns of scientific

collaboration.' Proc Notl Acoad Sr-i U S A, vol. 101 Suppl 1, pp. 5200-
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 5205, April 2004.

[13] T. Krichel and N. Bakkalbasi "A social network analysis of research
Community discovery has drawn significant research mnter- collaboration in the economics community, Joor 1al/ qf I iformation

ests among researchers from many disciplines for its increas- Monogemenit and Scirentometr-ic, To Appear.
ing ppliatininmult le disarat aras, ncluingcompter [14] L. Freeman, "A set of measores of centrality based upon betweeness,"ingaplicaion i multPl diprt ra nldn optr in Sociometiy, 1977, pp. 35-41,

science, biology, social science and so on. This paper de- [15] M. R. Garey and D. S. Johnson, Computers and Iotr~actability: A Guide
scribes an LDA(latent Dirichlet Allocation)-based hierarchical toheTryofN Co ltnr. ewYkNYUAW.H

Bayesin algrithmnamel SSN-DA(Siple Soial Ntwork Freeman & Co., 1979.
Bayesan alorith,naely SN-LDASimpe Socal Nework [16] X. Wei and W. B. Croft, "Lda-based docoment models for ad-hoc

LDA). In SSN-LDA, communities are modeled as latent vani- retrieval," in SIGIR, 2006, pp. 178-185.
ables in the graphical models and defined as distributions [17] D. M. Blei, A. Y. Ng, and M. I. Jordan, "Latent dirichlet allocation,

over scial ctorsace. he advntageof SSNLDA i that Journ al of Mach/or Learniiin Reserach, vol. 3, pp. 993-1022, 2003.
over scialctorsace. he advntageof SSNLDA i that [18] E. B. Sudderth, A. Torralba, W. T. Freeman, and A. S. Willsky, "Learn-

it only requires topological information as input. This model log hierarchical models of scenes, objects, and parts, in ICCV '05:
is evaluated on two research collaborative networks: CiteSeer Procrrding of the Tent!i IEEE Intrrnationiril Confrenvce on Conriputer

and anoSI.Teexerimntalresuts dmonsratethatthis Vision. Washington, DC, USA: IEEE Computer Society, 2005, pp.and NnoSCI The xperientalresuls demnstrae tha this 1331-1338,
approach is promising for discovering community structures [19] X. Wang and A. McCallum, "Topics over time: a non-markov
in large-scale networks. While this approach is dcveloped and continuous-time model of topical trends," in KDD, 2006, pp. 424-433.

evalatedinocianeworkdomin, he mdelis firl genric [20] M. Rosen-Zvi, T. Griffiths, M. Steyvers, and P. Smyth, "The author-evaluted i socilnetork dmain the odel s faily geeric topic model for authors and documents, in AUAI '04:- Pr-ocred/ings of
and can be naturally extended to other complex network the 20thi croi#rrrnce on Unicertainty in artificial intelli/genice. Alington,
research area including protein interaction recognition and can Virginia, United States: AUAI Press, 2004, pp. 487-494.

have boadimlicaton on omelan secuity stdies.[21] W. Li and A, McCallum, Pachinko allocation: Dag-structured mixturehave broadimplicatio on homelnd securit studies,models of topic correlations," in ICML, 2006, pp. 577-584.
[22] G. Heinrich, "Parameter estimation for text analysis, Technical Report,
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